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Abstract
Domestic and municipal solid wastes pose environmental concerns and health risks, suggesting
the importance of reduced waste disposal. Food waste accounts for the highest percentage of
solid waste in Brunei. An effective strategy is to convert food waste into beneficial products such
as enzymes and biofertilizers. This study reports utilization of inedible fruit peels as substrates for
enzyme production. A fermentation medium prepared by adding fruit peels, brown sugar and
water was allowed to ferment over a period of time. Total carbohydrate content was found to be
highest in the fermented orange sample (37.87 ± 4.7 mg/mL) followed by pineapple and banana
samples, 11.98 ± 1.45 mg/mL and 10.60 ± 0.45 mg/mL, respectively. Pineapple sample showed
the highest concentration of reducing sugar (11.93 mg/mL at week 2 and 3.31 mg/mL after 3
months). Enzyme assay showed that citrus fruits like oranges, yield high activities of enzymes
like protease (0.129 U/mL), α-amylase (7.261 ± 0.83 U/mL) and cellulase (0.514 ± 0.03 U/mL).
This fermentation product of kitchen waste is economical as it uses cheap raw materials, free of
chemical additives and hence eco-friendly.
Index Terms: food waste management, fruit enzymes, biocleaners, biofertilizer
1. Introduction
Increase in urbanization has led to a rapid
increase in Municipal Solid Waste (MSW).
Landfills are a common destination for MSW,
leading to environmental and health effects. 1
According to the Department of Environment,
Parks and Recreation, Brunei, approximately
400-500 tonnes of waste goes to Sungai Paku
landfill in Tutong District each day.2 Food waste
accounts for the highest percentage of MSW in
Brunei followed by paper and plastic. Solid waste
reduction can effectively begin on a domestic
scale by managing household and kitchen waste.
An economic and eco-friendly strategy is
converting food waste into beneficial products.
One example is increasing soil fertility by
microbial activity on food waste added to soil.3
Secondly, enzymes can be produced by
fermentation of food waste with applications in
domestic and waste water treatment.4 Thirdly,

anaerobic digestion is well-known for treating
MSW for biogas production5 consisting of
methane (55-65%), carbon dioxide (30-35%) and
other trace gases such as hydrogen and nitrogen.6
Recently, enzymes production using domestic
waste has garnered interest among communities.
Enzymes are biological catalysts that facilitate
biochemical reactions. Amylases, proteases,
lipases, pectinases are widely used in domestic
and industrial applications.7 Crude solution of
these hydrolytic enzymes, generally referred to as
bioenzymes (or garbage enzymes) can be easily
produced in households using vegetable and fruit
wastes. The pioneering study in this field is
attributed to Rosukon Poompanvong from
Thailand, who is known to have developed
methodology for production of garbage
enzymes.8 United Nations Food and Agriculture
Organization recognized her contribution to
1
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organic farming by using fermented organic
waste in 2003. In solid-state fermentation, nonsoluble solids are used as substrate and source of
nutrients for microorganisms.9,10 Such solid
substrates includes fruit peel, agricultural crops,
agro-industrial residues and organic waste.11 In
submerged fermentation, a liquid medium is used
for homogeneous mixing of nutrients. According
to standard protocol, to ten parts of water, one
part of brown sugar or molasses and three parts
of food waste are added and mixed in an air-tight
container. It is then left to ferment for about three
months in a cool, dark place.12 This fermented
solution is essentially the crude decoction of
hydrolytic enzymes. Among the several uses of
bioenzymes recommended by Thirumurugun,
some include: i. dish and laundry cleaning, ii.
stain and odour removal, iii. fruits and vegetables
cleansing, iv. clearing sink and drain blockages
(using blended pulp or enzyme sludge), v. natural
insect repellent vi. plant fertilizer. 13 Purified
enzymes have several applications in industry
and agriculture.14-16 In this study, fruit waste is
used as a substrate of fermentation to produce
beneficial enzymes. The relationship between
total carbohydrate content, reducing sugar,
protein content and enzyme production is
recorded for use in domestic applications.
2. Materials and Methods
2.1 Sample collection and fermentation
Household fruit waste such as fruit stalks and
peels were collected and fermented in suitable
bottles for enzyme production. In this study,
peels of orange, pineapple, banana and mixed
fruit (pomelo, watermelon and melon) were used
as substrates. Mixed fruit sample containing a
random selection of fruit peels are observed for a
comparative analysis of enzyme concentration
with respect to individual selected fruits. In case
of comparable enzyme activities in both cases, it
would be convenient, in a domestic household, to
ferment different fruit peels together instead of
segregating them. Two additional fermentation
media were prepared for the mixed fruits; one
with
the
addition
of
baker’s
yeast
(Saccharomyces cerevisiae) and another with
yoghurt (Lactic Acid Bacteria). At the end of the
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incubation period, the respective solutions were
analysed for various parameters. All experiments
were conducted in duplicate, and the results are
shown as the mean ± 1 standard deviation.
2.2 Estimation of moisture content
Fruit peels were sliced, placed on a glass petri
dish, weighed to record the initial mass and ovendried at 80 ˚C for 24 hours. After 24 hours, the
dry fruit peels were weighed. The dried peels
were left in the oven for another 1-2 hours and
weighed again to ensure a constant weight is
reached. Percentage of moisture in the peels was
calculated. Moisture content (%) is defined as the
quantity of water content found in a solid sample.
The formula to calculate moisture content is
shown in Equation 1:17
Moisture content (%) =
Initial weight−Final weight
Initial weight

X 100

(1)

2.3 Measurement of pH
Aliquots of respective fermentation solutions
were taken every two weeks up to three months
for measurement of pH. The pH of solutions was
measured using a lab pH meter (Thermo
Scientific,
Orion
Star
A211).
During
fermentation, the solutions turn acidic and hence
a drop in pH is expected.
2.4 Estimation of total carbohydrate content
Total carbohydrate was tested using a modified
protocol.18 An aliquot of fermented sample
solution was mixed with 1 mL of 5 % aqueous
phenol, followed by the addition of 5 mL
concentrated sulphuric acid. The mixture was
allowed to stand for 10 minutes, then mixed
using a vortex mixer for 30 sec and incubated in
water bath at 25 ˚C for 20 min. Absorbance was
measured at 490 nm and the concentration of
total carbohydrate was calculated.
2.5 Estimation of reducing sugar using DNS
method
Reducing sugar content was analysed using the
dinitrosalicylic (DNS) colorimetric method
described by Miller.19 3 mL of fermented sample
was mixed with 3 mL of DNS reagent and heated
2
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in a boiling water bath for 5 min. The tubes were
then cooled under running tap water, before
measuring the absorbance of each sample at 575
nm. Sugar content was calculated using glucose
standard.
2.6 Estimation of total protein content
Protein estimation was done by using the method
described by Bradford.20 Coomassie dye solution
was prepared by mixing 10 mg of Coomassie
Brilliant Blue G-250, 10 mL of 88 % phosphoric
acid, 4.7 mL of absolute alcohol and diluting the
mixture with 100 mL of distilled water. 1 mL of
fermented sample solution was mixed with 3 mL
of Coomassie dye solution. The mixture was
incubated in dark for 5 min and absorbance was
measured at 595 nm. Protein content was
calculated using the standard curve of bovine
serum albumin (BSA).
2.7 Qualitative enzyme assay
Protease was screened using casein agar plate.
One litre of the media was composed of 28 g
skim milk powder, 5 g casein enzymic
hydrolysate, 2.5 g yeast extract, 1 g dextrose, 15
g agar powder and a final pH of 7.0 ± 0.2. The
mixture was autoclaved at 121 ˚C for 15 minutes
and poured into petri dishes. Fermented solution
containing a mixture of crude enzymes was
streaked on the plate and incubated for 2 to 3
days at 37 ˚C. Zone of clearance on skim milk
agar indicates hydrolysis of casein by proteases.
Cellulase was screened using cellulose agar plate.
Nutrient agar (NA) was supplemented with 0.2 %
Carboxymethylcellulose sodium salt (SigmaAldrich 21902), sterilized at 121 ˚C for 15
minutes and poured into agar plates. The
fermented solution was then streaked onto the
solidified agar plate for 2-3 days at 25 ˚C. The
plates were flooded with 0.3 % Congo-red
solution for 10 minutes followed by de-staining
with 1 M Sodium Chloride solution. The
presence of cellulase is indicated by a translucent
zone around the colony.21
2.8 Quantitative enzyme assay
Protease assay was carried out using L-tyrosine
as standard.22 2.5 mL of casein-potassium
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phosphate buffer (0.65 % casein dissolved in 50
mM potassium phosphate buffer, pH 7.5) was
mixed with 0.5 mL enzyme solution and
incubated for 10 minutes at 37 ˚C. To arrest the
reaction, 5 mL of 10 % Trichloroacetic acid was
added to the mixture and incubated at room
temperature for 30 minutes. The reaction mixture
was filtered to remove precipitate and 2 mL of
the filtrate was mixed with 5 mL of 500 mM
sodium carbonate buffer. Absorbance was
measured at 280 nm after incubation for 30
minutes. One unit (U) per mL of enzyme is
defined as the amount of enzyme required to
convert one micromole of substrate into product
per minute under given temperature and pH.23
For α-amylase, the enzyme solution (0.5 mL) was
incubated at 25 ˚C for 3 minutes, then 0.5 mL of
starch-sodium phosphate buffer (1 % starch, w/v
dissolved in 0.02 M sodium phosphate buffer, pH
6.9) was added. The reaction mixture was
incubated at room temperature for 5 minutes
before 1 mL DNS reagent was added to stop the
reaction. The terminated reaction mixture was
heated in a boiling water bath for 5 minutes and
left to cool. This mixture was then diluted with
distilled water to 10 mL. Absorbance was
measured at 540 nm and the concentration of
enzyme was calculated using a glucose standard.
Cellulase activity was measured using DNS
method.24 The substrate, Carboxymethylcellulose
(CMC), was mixed with sodium acetate buffer (1
% CMC, w/v 0.1 M sodium acetate buffer, pH
4.8). 0.5 mL of enzyme solution was added to the
CMC-buffer mixture and incubated for 1 hour at
40 ˚C. The reaction was arrested by the addition
of 1 mL DNS reagent. Absorbance was measured
at OD540 and values were calculated using
glucose standard.
3. Results and Discussion
3.1 Effect of moisture content
The significance of measuring moisture content
of food is to determine its freshness, nutritive
value and quality. Food possessing high moisture
decay rapidly as high moisture provides optimal
conditions for mold and microbial growth.25
3
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Estimated moisture range in selected fruit peels
was approximately 70-95% (as shown in Table
1). The higher the water content present in fruit
peel, the greater the rate of deterioration in a
given time.
Table 1: Percentage moisture content of selected
fruit peel samples.
Code

A
B
C
D
E
F

Sample

Orange
Pineapple
Banana
Pomelo
Watermelon
Melon

Differences
in weight (g)
Initial
Final
19.48
5.32
36.09
6.97
9.22
1.59
19.32
4.13
34.15
4.13
35.51
3.28

Moisture
content
(%)
72.69
80.69
82.75
78.62
87.91
90.76

3.2 Effect of pH
Experimental results in Figure 1 show the pH
value of the solutions gradually decrease over
time, to a range of pH 3.0-4.0. The drop in pH of
the fermentation medium is due to the conversion
of sugars present in the mixtures to acids, ethanol
and carbon dioxide. Hence, reduction in pH is an
indicator of completion of fermentation and
corresponds to higher levels of volatile acids and
enzymes.25
3.3 Total carbohydrate content
Figure 2 summarizes the change in total
carbohydrates content after fermentation. The
fermented orange sample contained of 37.87 ±
4.7 mg/mL of total carbohydrates which is the
highest among the fruit peel samples tested. The
estimated carbohydrate content for the pineapple
and banana samples were 11.98 ± 1.45 mg/mL
and 10.60 ± 0.45 mg/mL, respectively. The
addition of Baker’s yeast (4.30 ± 0.48 mg/mL) or
yoghurt (8.80 ± 1.48 mg/mL) into the mixed
fruits sample causes a rapid reduction of total
carbohydrate content compared to the mixed
fruits sample alone (13.10 ± 0.78 mg/mL).
During the first two weeks of fermentation, the
initial carbohydrate concentrations for all fruit
samples were higher. Existing microbes in
various fruit peels grow aerobically in the culture
solution for the conversion of these
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carbohydrates into soluble sugars and other
metabolites. Carbohydrates present in the
fermented solution may be a mixture of soluble
(glucose, fructose and sucrose) and insoluble
carbohydrates (cellulose and hemicellulose)
broken down by a consortium of microorganisms
present in the fruit peel. The presence of
carbohydrates at the end of the fermentation
period are remains of any unfermented sugars.
Orange peels, which were the only citrus fruit
peels used in this study, contain a terpenoid
chemical compound called D-limonene, which is
an inhibitor of yeast fermentation. High Dlimonene content in citrus fruit waste can inhibit
microbial growth.26 Limonene is the major
constituent of citrus fruits’ essential oil that are
reported to have anti-bacterial and antiinflammatory properties.27 This further explains
the high concentration of carbohydrates
measured in the orange peel sample. Another
possible reason for the high carbohydrate
concentration is the presence of glucose, fructose,
galactose, arabinose, xylose and galacturonic
acid in the fermentation medium which could
have been produced during enzymatic hydrolysis
of orange peels.28 Fermented solutions containing
yeast have lower carbohydrate concentration as
yeast contains enzymes that catalyse the
breakdown of glucose to ethanol and carbon
dioxide. The microbial diversity in the fruit peels
accompanied with the addition of yeast further
contributes to the utilization of carbohydrates for
growth and production of useful metabolites.
3.4 Reducing sugar content
Figure 3 shows the reducing sugar content at two
and three months of fermentation. The highest
concentration of reducing sugar was 11.93
mg/mL (at week 2) and 3.31 mg/mL (at 3
months) for the pineapple sample. In contrast,
banana sample had the lowest concentration
among other samples (without addition of yeast
or yoghurt), with 5.41 mg/mL and 2.17 mg/mL
of reducing sugar at week two and at three
months, respectively. It is estimated that
fermentation caused an overall 60-80% reduction
in reducing sugar content during the ten-week
period.
4
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pH

Reducing sugars have reactive aldehyde or
ketone groups. Glucose, fructose and sucrose are
known to be the main carbohydrates present in
fruit peels. Sucrose is a non-reducing sugar. The
percentage of reducing sugar is about 30 % of
total carbohydrate content for most fruit peels.
However, orange peels only contain 6 %
reducing sugar of total carbohydrates. During
enzymatic hydrolysis of orange peels, the desired
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reaction is the release of monosaccharides from
cellulose and hemicellulose.25 The accumulation
of limonene disrupts microbial growth and hence
the release of sugar monomers into the fermented
solution could be reduced. It was reported that
inhibition occurs even at very low limonene
concentration resulting in complete failure of
fermentation at higher concentrations.25

6
5.5
5
4.5
4
3.5
3
2.5
2
1.5
1
0.5
0

Orange
Pineapple
Banana
Mixed fruits
MF+Yeast
MF+Yoghurt
0

2

4

6

8

10

12

14

Week

Mean concentration of total carbohydrate
(mg/mL)

Figure 1. pH recorded for different fermented solutions from week 0 to 12.
45

40
35
30
25
20
15
10
5
0
Orange

Pineapple

Banana

Mixed fruits MF+Yeast MF+Yoghurt

Sample

Figure 2. Total carbohydrates concentration at OD490 after fruit peels were fermented for three months.
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3.5 Total protein content
From Figure 4, the concentration of protein in all
fruit waste samples were observed to be low,
ranging from 0.176 mg/mL for the mixed fruit
sample supplemented with yoghurt, to 0.253
mg/mL for banana peel (two week fermentation
medium). After three months of fermentation, the
amount of protein is the lowest in the growth
medium containing mixed fruits with yoghurt
(0.163 mg/mL) and the highest in control mixed
fruits (0.285 mg/mL). There is no major
decrement in protein concentration from the
initial fermentation medium to that after a period
of three months. An exception is the mixed fruits
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fermentation medium control which showed
increased protein content. This may be due to
different amounts of protein content from a
mixture of fruit wastes being released into the
fermentation medium which remain underutilized
by microbes. Fruit peels with high protein
concentration could serve as a possible
alternative substrate for cultivation of fungi. 28
Protein is an essential nutrient required for
microbial growth and production of enzymes,
which might be the reason for the decrease in
protein content in the samples.28,29

Mean concentration of
reducing sugar (mg/mL)

14
12
10

2 weeks
3 months

8
6
4
2
0
Orange

Pineapple

Banana Mixed fruits MF+Yeast MF+Yoghurt
Sample

Figure 3. Reducing sugar content at OD575 for fruit peels fermented for two weeks and three months.

Mean concentration of total protein
(mg/mL)

2 weeks

3 months

0.35
0.3
0.25
0.2
0.15
0.1
0.05
0
Orange

Pineapple

Banana

Mixed fruits MF+Yeast MF+Yoghurt

Sample

Figure 4. Total protein content at OD595 for various fruit peels fermented for two weeks and three months.
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3.6 Screening of protease
Figure 5 shows protease activity on skimmed
milk agar after incubation at 37 ˚C. The release
of protease was observed on each agar plate after
three days of incubation. From the zone of
clearance observed, all samples contained
protease enzymes. Fermented orange solution
had the highest protease activity because whitecoloured skimmed milk agar turned translucent
which signifies complete utilization of the protein
by protease-producing microbes. The addition of
yoghurt into the fermentation medium introduced
probiotic bacteria which, together with the
existing microbes in the fruit peels, lead to
greater secretion of protease enzymes. The
protease activity of fermented samples is shown
in Figure 6. Protease concentration was highest
in the orange peels sample (0.129 U/mL) and
lowest in the mixed fruit with yeast sample
(0.041 U/mL). Other fermented samples had a
range of protease produced in the solution with
0.046 U/mL for pineapple peels, 0.054 U/mL for
banana, 0.081 U/mL for mixed fruits (control)
and 0.073 U/mL for mixed fruits supplemented
with yoghurt.

Figure 5. Qualitative screening of protease from
the mixed fruits with yoghurt sample, after
incubating at 37 ˚C on skimmed milk agar plate.
Zone of clearance indicates protease activity.

The relationship between microbial growth and
protease production has been previously
reported22 where protease secretion by
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microorganism can be partially inducible in
nature to produce extracellular proteases under
most growth conditions. However, proteolytic
activity tends to be relatively low in yeast. A
possible reason for low proteolytic activity in
mixed fruits with yeast could be due to ethanol
toxicity in yeast from the accumulation of
ethanol as the by-product during fermentation,
which causes the inactivation of yeast enzymes.
3.7 α-amylase content
The activity of α-amylase was determined by
analysing the hydrolysis of soluble starch
spectrophotometrically. Figure 7 shows the αamylase enzymatic activities of the six fermented
solutions. As seen from the figure, fermented
orange peel sample was found to contain the
highest α-amylase concentration with 7.261 ±
0.83 U/mL which was approximately 3 to 4 times
higher compared to the other samples. In
contrast, the mixed fruit with yeast sample had
the lowest α-amylase activity (0.615 ± 0.07
U/mL).
Orange peel offers a rich source of carbon for
fermentation as it is rich in fermentable sugars
(glucose, fructose and sucrose).23 Hence it
contains sufficient carbon for microbial growth
and enzyme production. As reported in
literature,30 extra-cellular α-amylase production
is affected by pH. The pH of the fermented
orange sample in the present study was pH 3
(Figure 1). Starch used as substrate in enzyme
analysis, acts as an inexhaustible carbon source
for the synthesis of α-amylase in comparison
with other carbon sources due to its enzyme
stabilization ability.31,32
A low α-amylase activity in yeast was observed
in this study (Figure 7). Little research has been
done on α-amylase production in yeast,
Saccharomyces cerevisiae. One study33 reports
that yeast exhibit no effect on α-amylase
production. Most studies reported that the
production of fungal amylase is limited to a
number of species, particularly Aspergillus and
Penicillium species.34 Aspergillus oryzae has
received much attention in research interest due
to its capability of producing high amounts of
7
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valuable proteins and industrial enzymes such as
α-amylase.35

Protease activity (U/mL)

0.16
0.14
0.12
0.1
0.08
0.06
0.04
0.02
0
Orange

Pineapple

Banana

Mixed fruits MF+Yeast MF+Yoghurt

Sample

α-amylase activity (U/mL)

Figure 6. Protease activity for different fermented solution after three months of fermentation.
9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0
Orange

Pineapple

Banana

Mixed fruits

MF+Yeast

MF+Yoghurt

Sample

Figure 7. α-amylase activity for different fruit peels samples after three months of fermentation.

3.8 Cellulase assay
Qualitative screening of cellulase activity was
carried out on nutrient agar plate containing
carboxymethylcellulose (CMC) as substrate.
Screening for cellulase was done by staining with
congo-red solution for clear observance of
enzyme activity. A faint zone of clearance
surrounding the culture growth indicates the
presence of cellulase enzyme. The appearance of
the halo zone around the bacterial or fungal
colony provides strong evidence that microbes
produced cellulase in order to degrade CMC

which is used as the sole source of carbon in the
media. After screening for the cellulolytic
potential of enzymes produced during
fermentation of fruit wastes, spectrophotometric
analysis was carried out to quantify cellulase
activity. Aliquots of crude enzyme were obtained
from each sample solution to analyse the
cellulase concentration, as described in the
protocol. According to Figure 8, the orange peels
showed the highest cellulase activity, reaching
0.514 ± 0.03 U/mL, after three months of
fermentation. The three fruit peels namely

8
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pineapple, banana and mixed fruits with yeast
showed similar enzymatic activities of 0.123 ±
0.01 U/mL, 0.134 ± 0.00 U/mL and 0.101 ± 0.01
U/mL, respectively. Enzyme activities depend on
the release of acidic by-products in the
fermentation media.36 Another possible reason
for the decrease in cellulase activity after three
months of fermentation is the loss of moisture
content during fermentation and inactivation by
reduction in pH.37 The optimum pH of cellulase
is between pH 5 to 6.38
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strategies for reduced waste by converting them
into useful products like enzymes and fertilizers.
Moreover, over the years, there is a roused public
concern regarding the potential ecological
disadvantages of using synthetic cleaning agents
which release toxic chemicals that disrupt
environmental pH balance. Fermentation of
certain food wastes into enzymes can serve as
useful cleaning products due to their specificity,
high biodegradability and low toxicity.
The present investigation attempts such an
economical and eco-friendly alternative to
managing kitchen waste like inedible parts of
fruits by converting them into beneficial
enzymes. Orange peels are seen to be a
promising source of enzymes among the fruit
wastes investigated. The crude enzyme solutions
were seen to be useful in domestic cleaning and
stain removal. Further investigation and
repeatability of the established protocols is
needed to yield reproducible results. Further
trials are needed to scale up processes by
optimizing
fermentation
parameters
and
developing suitable formulations with enhanced
appeal and shelf-life of enzyme based cleaning
products.

The fermented solution serves as a crude mixture
of hydrolytic enzymes like amylases and
proteases. The solution can be filtered and stored
in bottles for domestic use. The enzyme filtrate
can be used in domestic cleaning and stain
removal applications. By optimising their use in
domestic cleaning one can reduce the use of
commercial chemical detergents. The residue
obtained after filtering the solution can either be
used for the next batch of fermentation or used as
fertilizer.
4. Conclusion
Domestic wastes, mainly food arise in large
quantities due to growing demands of increasing
population, thereby posing challenges of waste
disposal. Hence it is imperative to devise

Enzyme activity (U/mL)

0.6
0.5
0.4
0.3

0.2
0.1
0
Orange

Pineapple

Banana

Mixed fruits MF+Yeast MF+Yoghurt

Sample

Figure 8. Cellulase activity for various fruit peels samples after three months of fermentation.
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Abstract
Chloroform seed extract from Schinus molle was analyzed for its phytochemical compositions by
GC-MS. A total of 38 compounds were identified. S. molle has therapeutic applications in
traditional medicine. Essential oils obtained from various parts of this plant are reported to have
promising biological and pharmacological activity.
Index Terms: Schinus molle, Anarcardiaceae, chloroform seed extract, GC-MS analysis, phytochemical
compositions
1. Introduction
The species Schinus molle L. belongs to the
Anarcardiaceae family1-3 and has therapeutic
applications in traditional medicine.4 S. molle is
native to South and Central America and has
been cultivated in Southern African countries. S.
molle grows to 7-10 m height. The reddish pink
fruits (seeds) are edible and taste like pepper
(Piper nigrum).3 S. molle has antibacterial,
analgesic,
cytotoxic,
anti-inflammatory,
antifungal, antiseptic, insecticidal and antioxidant
activities.4-12 The phytochemical compositions of
essential oils and extracts obtained from various
parts of S. molle have previously been
reported.2,10-14
However,
the
chemical
compositions of chloroform seed extract from S.
molle has not been reported previously,
particularly in plants gathered from the Kingdom
of Lesotho. The aim of the present study is to
determine the phytochemical compositions of
chloroform seed extract from S. molle collected

in the Kingdom of Lesotho by GC-MS analysis.
The results thus obtained are communicated in
this article.
2. Experimental Method
2.1 Plant materials
Seeds of S. molle (115.126g) were collected in
August 2017 from Botanical Garden of Roma
Campus, National University of Lesotho. The
plant material was identified by Mr. Moretloa
Polaki, Lecturer, Department of Biology, Faculty
of Science and Technology, National University
of Lesotho. A voucher specimen (NUL/KM/SMSEED) is kept at Organic Chemistry Laboratory,
Department of Chemistry and Chemical
Technology, Faculty of Science and Technology,
National University of Lesotho.
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2.2 Processing plant materials
The air-dried seeds of S. molle were ground into
powder using a commercial blender (Waring
Blender, Blender 80119, Model HGB2WT93,
240V AC, 50-80 Hz, 3.6 AMPs, Laboratory and
Analytical Supplies).
2.3 Preparation of chloroform seed extract
The powdered seeds of S. molle was extracted
first with chloroform at room temperature and
then at reflux condition for 5 hours. The
combined extracts were filtered over Whatman
No.1 filter paper and 12.91 g of chloroform seed
extract was obtained after removal of solvent.
2.4 Analysis of essential oils
GC-MS analysis of the chloroform seed extract
was carried out on GC-2010 (Shimadzu, Kyoto,
Japan) equipped with a MS-QP2010 mass
spectrometer and a Restek Rtx-5ms (5% phenyl95% dimethylpolysiloxane) capillary column
with the dimensions 30 m × 0.25 mm × 0.25 µm.
The injection port temperature was set at 200 °C
with a split ratio of 1:50. The optimized oven
temperature programmer began at 50 °C held for
4 minutes, ramped to 250 °C at a rate of 10
°C/minutes and held for 6 minutes resulting in a
total of 30 min. 1.0 μL dilute aliquot was injected
in split less mode. Helium (UHP Helium, Afrox,
South Africa) was used as carrier gas and was
pumped through the column at a constant flow
rate of 1 mL/minute. The MS transfer line
temperature was set at 250 °C, ion source
temperatures was 200 °C, with a scanning mode
mass range of 50 – 500 amu and the time window
was between 4 and 28 min. The acquisition was
carried out relative to the tune file that was
generated prior to the analysis.
2.5 Identification of chemical compositions
The chemical compositions in the chloroform
seed extract were identified by comparison of
their MS spectra with NIST/EPA/NIH/NIST08
library data. The relative quantities of the
individual compounds in the chloroform seed
extract were calculated based on GC peak areas
without using correction factors.
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3. Results and Discussion
The phytochemical composition of chloroform
seed extract from S. molle was determined by
GC-MS. A total of 38 compounds were identified
and are listed in the order of their elution along
with the relative percentage and retention time
(Table1). The chromatogram of the seed extract
also is given in Figure 1.
The phytochemical compositions of essential oils
of S. molle from ripe berries collected in
Tunisia,11 leaves collected in Algeria,13 fruits and
leaves collected in Argentina,2 fruits, leaves and
stems collected in Tunisia,10 and wood branch
collected in Egypt12 have previously been
reported.
Recently,
the
phytochemical
compositions of essential oil of S. molle from
leaves collected in the city of Botucatu, Brazil
has been reported.15 α-Pinene, β-pinene,
myrcene, sabinene and epi-α-cadinol have been
identified as major compounds in this essential
oil.15 Similarly, the phytochemical compositions
of essential oil of S. molle from fresh leaves
collected in the city of Uruguaiana, Brazil has
also been reported. 𝛼-Pinene, sabinene,
bicyclogermacrene and limonene have been
identified as major compounds.16 Garzoli, et al
obtained petroleum ether, diethyl ether and
acetone extracts from leaves of S. molle by
sequential extraction.17 A total of twenty-five
compounds have been identified from these three
extracts by GC-MS analysis.17 Elemol has been
identified as the most abundant compound
followed by bicyclogermacrene, γ-eudesmol, αeudesmol, β-eudesmol and isocalamendiol.17
Sesquiterpene and monoterpene hydrocarbons
have been identified as the major components in
the petroleum ether and diethyl ether extracts
while the acetone extracts showed different
compositions.17
Additionally,
fatty
acid
compositions of hexane seed oil extract 3 and
variations in total lipids and fatty acids
compositions of mature, intermediately mature
and immature fruits of S. molle have also been
reported previously.14 To the best of our
knowledge, the chemical compositions of
chloroform seed extract has not been reported
previously. Our study indicated that the chemical
compositions of this chloroform seed extract is
14
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significantly different from that of essential oils
and fatty acids reported in literature.2,10-17 The
essential oils from leaves and fruits of S. molle
are reported to have significant antimicrobial
activities against Proteus mirabilis,1 E. coli,1,2,13,
S. aureus,1,2,13 P. aeruginosa,1,2 K. pneumonia,1
C. albicans1,2,13 and P. brasiliensis,15 and
antioxidant activity in DPPH radical scavenging
assay.4,10-12 Recently, the acaricidal effect of the

2018

essential oil of S. molle on engorged adult
females and larval stages of Rhipicephalus
sanguineus has been evaluated.18 At a
concentration of 2%, the essential oil caused
99.3% of larval mortality.18 The essential oil also
caused inhibition of egg hatching, ovipositional
and reproductive efficiency in adult R.
sanguineus at concentrations of 4 to 20%.18

Table 1. Phytochemical compositions of chloroform seed extract from S. molle.

Peak
No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38

Rt.
(min)
8.800
9.500
9.603
10.900
11.247
11.849
12.655
14.449
14.775
14.906
15.820
16.253
16.607
16.781
17.085
17.374
17.721
17.854
17.929
18.164
18.231
18.389
18.463
18.779
19.181
19.269
19.358
19.605
19.746
20.085
20.119
20.215
20.637
21.368
21.600
21.696
21.838
23.456

Peak Area Identification of Compounds
(%)
1.03
7-Methyl-3-methylene-1,6-octadiene
1.04
1-Methyl-2-iso-propylbenzene
5.34
1,5-Dimethyl-1,5-cyclooctadiene
0.64
5,8,10-Undecatrien-3-ol
0.47
Methyl octanoate
0.52
2,6-Dimethyl-1,5,7-octatrien-3-ol
0.53
4-Methylene-1-(1-methylethyl)-acetate-bicyclohexan-3-ol
1.36
5-Hydroxymethyl spiroheptan-5-ol
1.74
1,5,5,6-Tetramethyl-octahydro-1-oxa-cyclopropainden-6-one
0.48
3-Tetradecyn-1-ol
3.08
1,11-Hexadecadiyne
0.90
1,5-Dimethyl-1,4-hexadienyl-1-methyl-1-cyclohexene
2.04
1-Methyl-5-methylene-8-isopropyl-1,6-cyclodecadiene
1.37
1,1,7-Trimethyl-4-methylenedecahydrocyclopropaazulene
3.43
3,3,6,6,9,9-Hexamethyltetracyclononane
1.13
3,7-Dimethyl-2,6-octadienyl butanoate
0.56
Decahydro-1,1,4,7-tetramethylcyclopropeazulen-4-ol
1.66
10,12-Pentacosadiynoic acid
1.90
5-Oxatricyclododecane
1.07
1-Methyl-4-(2-methyloxiranyl)-7-oxabicycloheptane
1.14
4-Cyclopropyl-7-bicycloheptanyl methanol
0.72
Octahydro-1,4,9,9-tetramethyl-7-methanoazulene
1.81
2-Methyl-5-(1-adamantyl)pentan-2-ol
15.33
Decahydrotrimethyl-8-methylene-2-naphthalenemethanol
1.71
1,8-Cyclopentadecadiyne
6.00
(1-Allylcyclopropyl)methanol
3.48
1-Methyl-4-(2-methyloxiranyl)-7-oxabicycloheptane
0.98
3,7-Dimethyl-2,6-octadien-1-yl acetate
1.05
2,6,6-Trimethyl-1-cyclohexen-1-yl ethanol
5.09
3-Tetradecanynoic acid
2.72
1,1,7-Trimethyl-4-methylenedecahydrocyclopropaazulene
1.85
trans-Bisabolene epoxide
8.64
5-Trimethyl-5-vinyltetrahydrofuran-2-methanol
1.97
2-Bicyclonon-6-en-3-yl-propan-2-ol
0.86
2-Isopropylidene-5-methylhex-4-enal
1.07
3,7,11-Trimethyl-6,10-dodecadien-1-yn-3-ol
1.38
n-Hexadecanoic acid
1.10
1-Dodec-9-yn-1-yl 4-hexyl butanedioate
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Figure 1. Chromatogram of chloroform seed extract of S. molle.

4. Conclusion
We identified the phytochemical compositions
present in the chloroform seed extract of S. molle
collected from the Kingdom of Lesotho by GCMS analysis. To the best of our knowledge this is
the first report of this kind on the chloroform
seed extract of S. molle.
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Abstract
Essential oils from shoots, mature leaves and branchlets of Litsea elliptica were analyzed for their
phytochemical compositions by GC-MS. A total of 12 compounds were identified from all three
essential oils of L. elliptica.7-Decen-2-one (44.60%), 9-decen-2-ol (23.65%) and 2,7-octadienyl
acetate (13.80%) were the major constituents of the essential oil from the shoots. p-Menthan-8-ol,
(18.57%), 7-decen-2-one (10.62%), 9-decen-2-ol (25.09%) and α-terpineol (34.54%) were the
major constituents of the essential oil from the mature leaves. Geranyl acetate (58.51%) and αterpineol (20.95%) were the major constituents of the essential oil from the branchlets. L.
elliptica has therapeutic applications in traditional medicine. Essential oils and/or extracts from
various parts of this plant are reported to have promising biological and pharmacological
activities.
Index Terms: Litsea elliptica, Litsea, Lauraceae, essential oils, GC-MS analysis, phytochemical
compositions
1. Introduction
The species Litsea elliptica belongs to the
Lauraceae family of the genus Litsea. L. elliptica
is widely distributed in Southeast Asia.1 This
plant has therapeutic applications in traditional
medicine.2-5 In Brunei Darussalam, the leaves of
L. elliptica are often mixed in salad and
consumed. Essential oils, extracts and/or pure
compounds from L. elliptica showed larvicidal,6
adulticidal,7 insecticidal,8 anti-diarrheal,9 antimicrobial,10,11
phytopesticidal,12
13
antimutagenicity and anti-HIV activities.14,15 L.
elliptica has also been evaluated for its toxic

effect on red blood cells of Sprague-Dawley rats5
and acute and sub-acute oral toxicities in female
Sprague-Dawley
rats.16
To
date,
the
phytochemical compositions of the essential oils
from L. elliptica have not been reported. The aim
of the present study is to determine the
phytochemical compositions of essential oils
from shoots, mature leaves and branchlets of L.
elliptica collected in Brunei Darussalam by GCMS analysis. The results thus obtained are
communicated in this article.
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2. Experimental Method
2.1 Plant materials
Samples of shoots, mature fresh leaves (75 g
each) and branchlets (53 g) of L. elliptica were
collected in December 2013 near Kuala Lurah
(Brunei Darussalam). The plant material was
identified by Prof. Dato Hj. Mohamed bin Hj.
Abdul Majid, Department of Biological Sciences,
Universiti
Brunei
Darussalam.
Voucher
specimens for the shoots (UBD/BRC/6/LESHOOTS), mature leaves (UBD/BRC/6/LELEAF-M) and branchlets (UBD/BRC/6/LESTEM) were deposited at the Herbal Drug
Discovery Laboratory, Universiti Brunei
Darussalam.
2.2 Processing plant materials
The shoots and mature fresh leaf samples of L.
elliptica were cut into small pieces using scissors.
The branchlets of L. elliptica were first chopped
into small pieces and then ground into coarse
powder using a blender equipped with a mill
attachment (HR2116, Philips, Amsterdam,
Netherlands).
2.3 Preparation of essential oils
The prepared shoots, mature leaves and branchlet
samples were placed in separate 250 mL roundbottom flasks containing 200 mL water and
subjected for steam distillation at 110–120°C for
3 hours. 0.87, 0.87 and 0.08 g of essential oils
were obtained from shoots, mature leaves and
branchlets, respectively. The essential oils were
dried over anhydrous Na2SO4 and then used for
GC-MS analysis.
2.4 Analysis of essential oils
GC-MS analysis of the essential oils was carried
out on GC-2010 (Shimadzu, Kyoto, Japan)
equipped with a MS-QP2010 mass spectrometer
and a DB-5 column (30 m × 0.25 mm, i.d., 0.25
µm film thickness). The following temperature
program was used: 50°C, held for 1 minute;
increased to 140°C at 20° C/minute; increased to
300°C at 10°C/minute and held for 10 minutes.
The total run time was 31.5 minutes. Helium was
used as the carrier gas at a flow rate of 1.69
mL/minutes. The injector port temperature was
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250ºC. For sample preparation, 0.05 mL of the
essential oil sample was diluted in 5 mL of
hexane and 1.0 μL was injected in split less
mode. The MS operating parameters were as
follows: interface temp. 250ºC; ion source temp.
200º C; electron energy for electron ionization,
70 eV; accelerating voltage relative to the tuning
result, −0.10 kV gain; scan range, m/z 0–250; and
scan rate, 526/sec. The solvent cutoff was at 3
minutes.
2.5 Identification of chemical compositions
The chemical compositions in the essential oils
were identified using their retention indices with
reference to a homologous series of n-alkanes
(C8–C14, PolyScience, Niles.IL) and by
comparison of their MS spectra with
NIST/EPA/NIH/NIST08
library
data.
Additionally, their retention indices were also
compared with literature values.31-35
3. Results and Discussion
The phytochemical compositions of essential oils
from shoots, mature leaves and branchlets of L.
elliptica were determined by GC-MS. A total of
12 compounds were identified in all three
essential oils from L. elliptica and they are pmenthan-8-ol (1), citronellal (2), 7-decen-2-one
(3), 9-decen-2-ol (4), α-terpineol (5), 2-decanol
(6),
2,7-octadienyl acetate (7),
transdihydrocarvone (8), 8-methylnonanane-1,8-diol
(9), 2-methylundecanal (10), geranyl acetate (11)
and 2-dodecanone (12). All these compounds are
listed in Table 1 in the order of their elution
along with the relative percentage and retention
time. The chromatograms of the essential oils are
also given in Figure 1(A), (B), and (C) for the
shoots, mature leaves and the branchlets,
respectively.
The major components in the essential oil from
shoots were 3 (44.60 %), 4 (23.65%) and 7
(23.65%) and together they accounted more than
82% of the total essential oil. The major
components identified in the essential oil from
mature leaves were 1 (18.57%), 3 (10.62%), 4
(25.09%) and 5 (34.54%) and together they
accounted more than 88% of the total essential
oil.11 (58.51%) and 5 (20.95%) were the main
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components identified in the essential oil from
the branchlets and together they accounted about
80% of the total essential oil. Although 11 was a
major component identified in the essential oil
from branchlets, it was either absent or present in
a negligibly small quantity in the essential oils
from shoots and mature leaves (refer to Table 1).
Similarly, 3 was identified as a major component
(44.60%) in the essential oil from shoots but it
was present only at low levels (10%) in the
essential oil from mature leaves. The essential oil
from branchlets has no trace of 3 (refer to Table
1). Compound 4 was one of the major
components in the essential oils from both the
shoots and mature leaves (23.65% and 25.09%,
respectively) but it was present only at low levels
(3.15%) in the essential oil from branchlets.
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Compound 11 is one of the most frequently
encountered compounds in many essential oils
from various plants and those essential oils with
11 as one of the components exhibited significant
antioxidant activity in the DPPH radical
scavenging assay.22-24Our literature search
showed that L. elliptica has not been investigated
extensively for its phytochemical constituents.
Undec-10-en-12-one, tridec-12-en-2-one and (+)reticuline have previously been reported from the
bark of L. elliptica.25However, alkaloids,26-29
terpenes,28-31 flavonoids,26,28 29 steroids,28,29,32,33
lactones,28,29,34,35 amides,28,29,36,37 fatty acids,28, 29,38,39
etc. classes of compounds have been reported
from many other species of the genus Litsea.

Table 1.Phytochemical compositions of essential oils extracted from shoots, mature leaves and branchlets of L.
elliptica.

Compound
No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

RI Exp.

RI Lit

1145
1154
1160
1170
1176
1179
1192
1201
1346
1365
1376
1395

1144
1153
1159
1168
1174
1178
1181
1201
1350
1366
1383
1396

New leaves
(%) & (Rt)
1.10 (6.601)
44.60 (6.739)
23.65 (6.808)
8.44 (6.857)
0.92 (6.883)
13.80 (7.001)
5.58 (7.079)
1.92 (8.972)

Mature leaves
(%) & (Rt)
18.57 (6.602)
1.08 (6.676)
10.62 (6.734)
25.09 (6.811)
34.54 (6.858)
3.94 (6.883)
1.59 (7.000)
1.03 (7.077)
1.18 (8.674)
0.81 (8.781)
1.56 (8.971)

Branchlets
(%) & (Rt)
3.83 (6.601)
1.91 (6.675)
3.15 (6.813)
20.95 (6.857)
1.58 (6.883)
3.76 (8.492)
4.57 (8.675)
58.51 (8.784)
1.74 (8.973)

Numbers in brackets are retention times (Rt) (minutes); RI Exp.= experimental retention indices; RILit.= literature
retention indices.17-21

4. Conclusion
We identified the phytochemical compositions
present in essential oils of shoots, mature leaves
and branchlets of L. elliptica collected in Brunei
Darussalam by GC-MS analysis. To the best of
our knowledge this is the first report of this kind
on essential oils from shoots, mature leaves and
branchlets of L. elliptica.
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Figure 1. Chromatograms of essential oils from the shoots, mature leaves and branchlets of L. elliptica.
Chromatogram (A) for shoots, (B) for mature leaves and (C) for branchlets.
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Abstract
The pore systems in carbonate reservoirs are more complex than the pore systems in clastic
rocks. There are three types of pores in carbonate rocks: interparticle pores, stiff pores and
cracks. The complexity of the pore types can lead to changes in the P-wave velocity by up to
40%, and carbonate reservoir characterization becomes difficult when the S-wave velocity is
estimated using the dominant interparticle pore type only. In addition, the geometry of the pores
affects the permeability of the reservoir. Therefore, when modelling the elastic modulus of the
rock it is important to take into account the complexity of the pore types in carbonate rocks. The
Differential Effective Medium (DEM) is a method for modelling the elastic modulus of the rock
that takes into account the heterogeneity in the types of pores in carbonate rocks by adding poretype inclusions little by little into the host material until the required proportion of the material is
reached. In addition, the model is optimized by calculating the bulk modulus of the fluid filler
porous rock under reservoir conditions using the Adaptive Batzle-Wang method. Once a fluid
model has been constructed under reservoir conditions, the model is entered as input for the Pwave velocity model, which is then used to estimate the velocity of the S-wave and the
proportion of primary and secondary pore types in the rock. Changes in the characteristics of the
P-wave which are sensitive to the presence of fluid lead to improvements in the accuracy of the
P-wave model, so the estimated S-wave velocity and the calculated ratio of primary and
secondary pores in the reservoir are more reliable.
Index Terms: carbonate reservoir, Differential Effective Medium (DEM), Adaptive Batzle-Wang,
optimization, pore type
1. Introduction
Carbonate reservoirs are one of the principal
types of oil- and gas-producing reservoirs
worldwide. Unfortunately, carbonate rocks are
more complicated in structure than siliciclastic
rocks, with the result that carbonate reservoirs are
usually harder to model than sand reservoirs. The
primary difference between carbonate reservoirs
and sand reservoirs is the distance traveled before
deposition. Whereas carbonate rocks are formed
by local deposition, the grains that comprise
siliciclastic rocks may travel hundreds of miles
down river systems before deposition and
lithification. The fact that deposition is local

significantly affects
carbonate rocks.

the

heterogeneity

of

One of the methods that is commonly used to
characterize carbonate reservoirs is rock physics
analysis. This method can be used to calculate
the often very complex mix of pore types in
carbonate rocks from their elastic moduli. In
terms of their geophysics, the porosities in
carbonate rocks can be divided into three types:
interparticle or reference pores, which separate
the carbonate grains and are considered to be the
dominant pore types in carbonates; vuggy pores,
which represent moldic and stiff pores and are
23
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usually formed as a by-product of the dissolution
of grains and fossil chambers; and cracks, which
represent micro-fractures and micro-cracks.
There are several methods available for
calculating the quantity and distribution of pore
types in carbonate reservoirs. These include the
Self-Consistent (SC), Kuster-Toksoz (KT), and
Differential Effective Medium (DEM) methods.
In a previous study, Rosid et al.1 implemented the
DEM method to characterize the pore types
within a carbonate reservoir. Candikia et al. 2
have also compared the KT and DEM methods
and they conclude that the Differential Effective
Medium method is better than the Kuster-Toksoz
method in generating the Vs log and determining
the carbonate reservoir pore types. Therefore, we
will use the DEM method to generate the pore
logs and the Vs logs corresponding to the fluid
conditions in the carbonate reservoir, by
incorporating the physical parameters of the
reservoir fluid as measured in situ and not taken
from the literature. Our expectation is that the
correlation coefficient between the P-wave
velocity Vp predicted by the model and the
measured values of Vp improves. The correlation
should improve because the value of Vp is very
sensitive to the presence of fluid in the reservoir,
and the model can incorporate conditions that are
closer to the actual situation in the "R" field.
The data used in this study were taken from three
wells. The first well is called RZ-14, and
information is available about the depth of this
well, the values of the effective and total
porosities, the water saturation, the mineral and
fluid fractions, the primary velocity (Vp), the
density and the shear wave velocity (Vs). The two
other wells are called RZ-35 and RZ-09. The
datasets for both of them cover the same
parameters as for RZ-14, except for the values of
Vs which are not available for either well. The
data is listed in Table 1.
2. Methodology
2.1 Voigt-Reuss-Hill method
The Voigt-Reuss-Hill method is used to construct
the background model of the mineral mix in the
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solid rock phase in the carbonate reservoir. This
method is effectively an average of two precursor
methods, namely the Voigt method which
arranges the rock matrix in series and Reuss
method which arranges the rock matrix in
parallel. Constructing a model of the solid rock
phase is only a first step in carbonate reservoir
modelling, as it assumes that the rock has 0%
porosity and so consists entirely of minerals such
as clay, dolomite and calcite. The bulk and shear
modulus of the solid rock phase are calculated
using the Voigt-Reuss-Hill formulas shown
below:3
Voigt Method
M V  i  n f i .M i
N

where MV
fi
Mi

: Voigt elastic modulus
: mineral fraction
: elastic modulus of mineral
Reuss Method
f
1
N
 i 1 i
MR
Mi

where MR
fi
Mi

: Reuss elastic modulus
: mineral fraction
: elastic modulus of mineral
Voigt-Reuss-Hill Method
M VRH 

MV  M R
2

where MV : Voigt elastic modulus
MR : Reuss elastic modulus
MVRH : Voigt-Reuss-Hill elastic modulus
2.2 Adaptive Batzle-Wang method
The Adaptive Batzle-Wang method is our
modification of the standard Batzle-Wang
method. The advantages of this method is that it
can be adjusted to the field conditions in the
location where the study is being performed. As a
result, the fluid parameters can be chosen to be
close to the reservoir conditions in that field. In
the Adaptive method, the elastic parameters of
the fluids are not necessarily the same at each
depth and the distributions of the individual bulk
moduli such as Kwater, Koil, and Kgas can be
inserted in Wood’s formula to calculate the bulk
modulus of the fluid mixture at each depth in the
reservoir. If we were not using Adaptive Batzle24
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Wang method the elastic parameters of the fluids
would be the same at each depth and the
Differential Effective Medium method would not
be optimized for the conditions in the reservoir.
Table 1. Availability of petrophysics data.
Parameter

RZ-14

RZ-09

RZ-35

Depth

√

√

√

Effective Pore

√

√

√

Total Pore

√

√

√

Water Saturation

√

√

√

Mineral Fraction

√

√

√

Fluid Fraction

√

√

√

Vp

√

√

√

Vs

√

X

X

Density

√

√

√

2.3 Wood's formula
Wood's formula is used to calculate a value for
the mixed bulk fluid modulus at each depth in
each well. The individual values of the bulk
moduli for water, oil and gas are usually taken
from the literature. But in order to optimize the
DEM method for the conditions in the reservoir
the elastic parameters of the fluids are calculated
in advance using the Adaptive Batzle-Wang
method and then entered into Wood's formula.
The elastic modulus of the fluid mixture is
calculated from the equation below:3
S
S
S
1
 Water  Oil  Gas
K FL K Water K Oil K Gas

where, KFL : elastic modulus of fluid mixture
Swater : water saturation
Soil : oil saturation
Sgas : gas saturation
Kwater : water bulk modulus
Koil : oil bulk modulus
Kgas : gas bulk modulus
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2.4 Differential Effective Medium method
A common method used to model the elastic
properties of a porous rock is the DEM
(Differential Effective Medium) method. The
principle behind the DEM method is that a twophase composites can be constructed by
incrementally adding a small fraction of pores to
the rock matrix. In the DEM method, the
effective moduli depend on the path taken to
construct the final composite. In effect, the DEM
method works by inserting inclusions into the
background model, with the model continuously
changing as the inclusions are added:3





d
K *  y   ( K 2  K * ) P (*2 ) ( y )
dy
d
(1  y ) [  * ( y )]  (  2   * )Q (*2 ) ( y )
dy
(1  y )

where y
: porosity
K*(y) : the effective bulk moduli of DEM
K* : bulk moduli of matrix (phase 1)
K2
: bulk moduli of inclusion (phase 2)
P(*2) : geometry factor for an inclusion
of material 2 in a background
medium with effective moduli K*
and *
*(y) : the effective shear moduli of
DEM
* : shear moduli of matrix (phase 1)
 2 : shear moduli of inclusion (phase
2)
Q(*2) : geometry factor for an inclusion
of material 2 in a background
medium with effective moduli K*
and *
The steps that are followed in the DEM method
are not significantly different from those in the
KT method. Like the KT method, the DEM
method starts with a background rock matrix, the
geometry factor, the elastic moduli of the
inclusions and the fraction of inclusions as
inputs. The difference between the methods lies
in how these inputs are used. The background
rock matrix is constructed using the VoightReuss-Hill method. Instead of looping the aspect
ratio, the DEM method uses the value of the
25
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aspect ratio as an input to generate the geometry
factor. There are three aspect ratio values that
need to be determined, namely the aspect ratios
of the interparticle pores, the stiff pores and the
cracks. These three values are fixed by the Zhao
classification, which divides the values of the
aspect ratio into three groups. The aspect ratio
representing cracks ranges from 0.01-0.02, that
for the interparticle pores ranges from 0.12-0.15,
and that for the stiff pores varies between 0.7-0.8.
The third step is to calculate the reference value
of Vp with the assistance of the DEM equation,
which depends on the aspect ratio of the
interparticle pores, the fraction of inclusions or
porosity, the elastic moduli of the rock matrix
and the elastic moduli of the inclusions. The
reference value of Vp acts as a controller,
determining whether stiff pores or cracks are to
be added to the rock matrix. If the reference
value of Vp is lower than the measured value of
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Vp then stiff pores are added. But if the reference
value of Vp is higher than the measured value of
Vp then cracks are added to the matrix. Once the
process is complete, the effective elastic moduli
are calculated and compared with the actual data,
so that the most representative model can be
chosen.
3. Results and Discussion
The first step in the modelling process is to
construct the background model using the
Voight-Reuss-Hill method, from which we obtain
the bulk and shear modulus of the solid rock
phase under the assumption of 0% porosity. The
values of the bulk and shear modulus of the solid
rock phase are used as inputs to calculate the
pore type inversion and estimate the value of Vs
via the DEM method. The results of this step are
shown in Figure 1, Figure 2 and Figure 3.

Figure 1. Bulk and shear modulus of solid rock model in RZ-14.

The fraction of secondary pore types - the stiff
pores and cracks - is then calculated. The value
of the S-wave velocity Vs in each well for which
no Vs data is available is then estimated. In this
step, we compare the results of the DEM method
before and after optimization using the elastic

moduli of the fluids generated by the Adaptive
Batzle-Wang method. The Adaptive BatzleWang method is used to calculate the elastic
moduli of the fluids at each depth under reservoir
conditions, as shown in Figure 4, Figure 5 and
Figure 6.
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Figure 2. Bulk and shear modulus of solid rock model in RZ-09.

Figure 3. Bulk and shear modulus of solid rock model in RZ-35.

The fraction of secondary pore types and the
estimated values of Vs in each well are then
calculated using the DEM method. The DEM
method models the porosities in the rocks. After
applying this method, the likely pore types can be
determined and the shear wave velocity can be
estimated based on the effective moduli of the
rocks. To determine the likely pore types, the

inclusions are added to the rock matrix, after
comparing the reference value of Vp to its
measured value. To calculate the reference value
of Vp we start with a rocks model which contains
100% interparticle (dry rock) pores. The
secondary pore type is added step by step, with a
1% fraction of inclusions added at each step to
the dry rock model, until the value of Vp in the
27
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model approaches the measured value of Vp. The
value of Vp in the model is calculated using the
DEM equation by inserting the effective bulk and
shear modulus values into the equation for Vp, so
as to ensure that the inclusion we add is of the
appropriate type, as can be seen in Figure 7,
Figure 8 and Figure 9.

2018

As can be seen in Figure 7, the RMS error for
RZ-14 decreases and the cross plot tends to be
more linear after optimization because we have
used more accurate input parameters. The more
accurate input parameters we use, the more the
RMS error value will decrease and the more
accurate the calculated fraction of secondary pore
types will be in each well.

Figure 4. Bulk and shear modulus of solid rock model in RZ-35.

For well RZ-09, in Figure 8, the DEM method is
again successfully optimized and the RMS error
decreases from 0.015256 to 0.015008. The final
model should be a more accurate approximation
to the actual conditions in the carbonate
reservoir.
For well RZ-35, in Figure 9, the model is again
successfully optimized and the RMS error also
decreases from 0.066157 to 0.065033, although
there is still data scatter in the high clay zone.
There is good reason to believe that there is no
fluids content in the high clay zone, because of
the impermeability of clay. So optimization using
the Adaptive Batzle-Wang method may not be
effective in the high clay zone.

We next compare the pore types calculated using
the DEM method before and after optimization in
Figure 10. If we pay close attention to this
figure, we can see the different fractions of
secondary pore types before and after
optimization. The differences are evident not
only in the marked yellow boxes, but appear also
along the whole range of well depths. The
improved accuracy of the optimized pore type
fractions is confirmed by the smaller RMS error
in the cross plot between the value of Vp from the
model and the measured value of Vp. However, in
this figure the differences in the fractions of the
secondary pore types are mostly not noticeable,
unless we flip the image back onto itself.
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Figure 5. Elastic moduli of water, oil, and gas in RZ-09.

Figure 6. Elastic moduli of water, oil, and gas in RZ-35.

From Figure 14 we can see the correlation
coefficient between the values of Vp and Vs
predicted by the model after optimization based
on those results. Figure 14, Figure 15 and
Figure 16 show that the Vp – Vs trend has a

quadratic correlation. The parabolic trend
indicates that the reservoir in this research area is
limestone, based on the Castagna’s empirical Vp Vs formula.4
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y = 1*x + 0.003
RMSE = 0.01168
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y = 1*x + 0.0033
RMSE = 0.011472

(a)

(b)

Figure 7. Cross plot between the value of Vp from the model and the measured value of Vp (a) before and (b)
after optimization in RZ-14.

y = 1*x + 0.0027
RMSE = 0.015006

y = 1*x + 0.0034
RMSE = 0.015268

(b)

(a)

Figure 8. Cross plot between the value of Vp from the model and the measured value of Vp (a) before and (b)
after optimization in RZ-09.

y = 0.99*x + 0.075
RMSE = 0.006157

y = 0.99*x + 0.068
RMSE = 0.065033

(a)

(b)

Figure 9. Cross plot between the value of Vp from the model and the measured value of Vp (a) before and (b)
after optimization in RZ-35.

In RZ-09 the quadratic correlation coefficient is
less than the linear one. This might be caused by
the data scatter in RZ-09. In this case we
conclude that there is some quartz mineral in the
formation causing the linear correlation to be
higher than the quadratic one, in line with the
empiric Vp - Vs formula.4

4. Conclusion
Optimization of the rock physics modelling
package DEM4 using fluid parameters obtained
from the Adaptive Batzle-Wang method was
successfully performed for the three wells RZ-14,
RZ-09 and RZ-35. The value of the RMS error in
the cross plot of the measured values of Vp
against the values of Vp predicted by the model
30
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can be minimized for each well, generating a
rock model which closely approximates the
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actual conditions in the "R" field.

Figure 10. Pore Type Inversion before (left) and after (right) optimization in RZ-14.

Figure 11. Pore Type Inversion before (left) and after (right) optimization in RZ-09.

Figure 12. Pore Type Inversion before (left) and after (right) optimization in RZ-35.
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C

Figure 13. Optimized Vp and Vs log results in each well: (A) RZ-14, (B) RZ-09 and (C) RZ-35.

2

y = 0.021*x + 0.70*x + 0.32
2
R = 0.98245

y = 0.56*x + 0.066
2
R = 0.98161

(a)

(b)

Figure 14. Cross plot between the values of Vp and Vs predicted by the model after optimization in RZ-14 using
the (a) linear and (b) quadratic approach.

(a)

(b)

Figure 15. Cross plot between the values of Vp and Vs predicted by the model after optimization in RZ-09 using
the (a) linear and (b) quadratic approach.
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2

y = 0.59*x – 0.16
2
R = 0.98225

y = 0.051*x + x – 1.1
2
R = 0.98572

(a)

(b)

Figure 16. Cross plot between the values of Vp and Vs predicted by the model after optimization in RZ-35 using
the (a) linear and (b) quadratic approach.
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Abstract
The physical properties and phases of a fluid under reservoir conditions are different from those
under surface conditions. The value of a fluid property may change as a result of changes in
pressure and temperature. An analysis of the intrinsic properties of fluids is carried out to obtain a
fluid model that corresponds to fluid conditions in a reservoir. This study uses the Adaptive
Batzle-Wang model, which combines thermodynamic relationships, empirical data trends, and
experimental fluid data from the laboratory to estimate the effects of pressure and temperature on
fluid properties. The Adaptive Batzle-Wang method is used because the usual Batzle-Wang
method is less suitable for describing the physical properties of a fluid under the conditions in the
field studied here. The Batzle-Wang fluid model therefore needs to be modified to obtain a fluid
model that adjusts to the fluid conditions in each study area. In this paper, the Adaptive BatzleWang model is used to model three types of fluid i.e. oil, gas, and water. By making use of data
on the intrinsic fluid properties such as the specific gravity of the gases (G), the Gas-Oil Ratio
(GOR), the Oil FVF (Bo), the API values, the Salinity, and the Fluid Density obtained from
laboratory experiments, the Batzle-Wang fluid model is converted into the Adaptive BatzleWang model by adding equations for the intrinsic fluid properties under the pressure and
temperature conditions in the field reservoir. The results obtained are the values of the bulk
modulus (K), the density (ρ), and the P-wave velocity (Vp) of the fluid under reservoir conditions.
The correlation coefficient of the Adaptive Batzle-Wang model with the fluid data from the
laboratory experiments is 0.95. The model is well able to calculate the fluid properties
corresponding to the conditions in this field reservoir. The model also generates a unique value
for the fluid properties in each study area. So, it can adjust to the pressure and temperature
conditions of the field reservoir under study. The Adaptive Batzle-Wang method can therefore be
applied to fields for which laboratory fluid data is available, especially fields with a high
reservoir pressure and temperature. The results of the fluid modeling can then be used for rock
physics and Fluid Replacement Model analysis.
Index Terms: fluid analysis, Adaptive Batzle-Wang, reservoir condition, fluid physical properties, fluid
replacement model
1. Introduction
One main purpose of geophysical exploration is
to describe the subsurface structure. One of the
most commonly used methods is seismic
prospecting, but this method has a poor
resolution when estimating fluid properties in a
reservoir, so that more accurate and reliable data
is needed to describe the subsurface conditions.

Downhole or well log data is often used to
validate the seismic data. But in connecting the
two methods it is necessary to use information
from rock physics. Rock physics modeling can
characterize the three main components of a
reservoir: the rock, the pores, and the fluid that
fills those pores. The fluids beneath the surface
have different physical properties from those on
34
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the surface due to the influence of the varying
pressures and temperatures. However, the
characterization of the fluid in a reservoir is often
oversimplified in geophysical exploration, given
that the fluid in the rock pores greatly affects the
elastic properties inferred from the seismic data,
so that more analysis is needed. One of the
models that characterizes the fluid properties is
the Batzle-Wang fluid model,1 which combines
thermodynamic theory, empirical data trends, and
laboratory fluid data to estimate the effects of the
fluid pressure and temperature. The Batzle-Wang
method can be used to perform calculations with
three types of fluids, namely hydrocarbon gas, oil
and brine. The properties of each fluid are
calculated using prior information. The approach
used is based on equations obtained from an
empirical formulation of the data extracted from
the field. The results from the Batzle-Wang
method are very useful for improving the
accuracy of the Rock Physics model of the
reservoir. The principal seismic properties
characterizing a reservoir are the primary wave
velocity (Vp) and density (ρ), which can be
associated with the elastic modulus parameters.
The elastic modulus of the fluid will also
influence the characteristics of the reservoir, so
the elastic properties of the fluid are calculated
using the Batzle-Wang method. The BatzleWang model can be used to predict the fluid
properties under the influence of varying pressure
and temperature, but it is still less suitable for
matching the properties to the reservoir
conditions in the field under study. So we need to
modify it to obtain a more accurate model. In this
study we want to generate an empirical equation
characterizing the fluid that can match the
conditions in the subsurface reservoir in the "M"
field. The method used in this study to identify
the fluid properties by combining the empirical
Batzle-Wang equations with the fluid analysis
data from the laboratory is called the Adaptive
Batzle-Wang fluid model. In general, the
measured fluid properties such as the density (ρ),
API, GOR (Rg), specific gravity (G), and Salinity
(S) can be used to produce models of the density,
the primary wave velocities and the fluid bulk
modulus corresponding to the subsurface
conditions. The data used as input for the
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Adaptive Batzle-Wang model comes from fluid
sampling analysis in the laboratory, and is shown
in Table 1.
Table 1. Fluid analysis data from laboratory.
Data
Specific Gas Gravity
API Degree
Gas-Oil Ratio
Oil volume Factor
Density of fluid

Field
M-1
√
√
√
√
√

M-2
√
√
√
√
√

This study was conducted using data from fields
M-1 and M-2, where the parameters studied
include the Specific gravity of the Gas (G), the
API value of the crude oil, the Gas-Oil Ratio
(Rg), the Oil FVF (Bo), and the Density (ρ) of the
fluid. By using the above data, we want to
construct a fluid model that can match the fluid
properties in each of the two fields, which have
different pressure and temperature conditions.
The study was conducted in two different fields,
M-1 and M-2, so as to demonstrate the
applicability of the Adaptive Batzle-Wang
model. This in turn can be used to improve the
accuracy of fluid replacement analysis, or
equivalently the Fluid Replacement Model
(FRM) method, which aims to identify and
quantify reservoir fluids.2 Rock physics modeling
results are also used as validators to improve the
accuracy of the Adaptive Batzle-Wang model.
2. Methodology
2.1 The Batzle-Wang method
The following summary of this model is taken
from the original paper by Batzle and Wang. 1
The model combines thermodynamic theory and
the empirical trends in the available data to
predict the effects of pressure, temperature, and
composition on the seismic properties of the
fluid. Batzle and Wang examined the properties
of gases, oils, and brine, the three main types of
fluids found in almost all reservoirs. The fluid
properties predicted include the bulk density and
modulus (so speed is included) as functions of
the fluid temperature and pressure, when the fluid
composition is known or can be estimated. The
35
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development of the complete fluid model is
discussed in the original paper.1 A brief summary
of the fluid model, including the assumptions
made and the equations used, will be discussed
here. The model described here incorporates Gas,
Live Oil, and Brine. When applying the BatzleWang model, it is assumed that at each point
below the bubble point, the gas has the same
properties/composition as the gas as a whole in
the surface conditions. This means that there is
no variation in the composition of the gas
encountered during production. When applying
the model, it is also assumed both that the oil left
as a fluid after the gas is released (under the
bubble point) has the same composition as the
original Live Oil, and that the fluid is saturated
with as much gas as possible in the conditions.

where P is the pressure in GPa. If the data is
quoted in Psi then a hydrostatic correction of
14.37 Psi must be added, and the pressure then
converted into GPa. The pressure is calculated
from the value of Ppr (the pseudoreduced
Pressure), which is obtained from the value of
Ppc (the pseudocritical Pressure), according to
the following formulas from Katz et al.4 and
Thomas et al.:3
P
(3)
Ppr 
Ppc

g 

Tpr 

 Ppr Z 
1 


Z Ppr 

T

The value of the gas bulk modulus (Kg) is also
influenced by the ratio of the heat capacity at
constant pressure to the heat capacity at constant
volume (γ0),



(2)



Ta
Tpc

(6)

Ta  T (o C)  273.15

(7)

Tpc  94.72  170.75G

(8)





z  0.03  0.005273.5  T pr  Ppr  0.642T pr  0.007T pr4  0.52  E
3

(5)

where Tpr is the pseudoreduced Temperature and
Tpc is the pseudocritical Temperature. Calculation
of the gas bulk modulus (Kg) and Gas Density
(ρg) is also influenced by the compressibility
factor (z), which is given by the following
equations from Thomas et al.:3

5.6
27.1

Ppr  2 Ppr  3.52  8.7 exp  0.65Ppr  1



28.8GP
ZRTa

where R is the universal gas constant (8.3145 m3
Pa/(mol-K)) and Ta is the temperature in Kelvins.
Most temperature measurements in the field are
quoted in Fahrenheit and must be converted to
Celsius and then to Kelvin for Hydrocarbon Gas
modeling.3,4 The relevant formulas are:

The empirical equations used by Batzle and
Wang to characterize the gas are derived from
Thomas et al.3 The relevant gas parameters are
the Specific Gravity of the Gas (G), the Elastic
Bulk Modulus of Gas (Kg) and the Gas Density
(ρg). The elastic parameters can be calculated
from the equation:
(1)
P
Kg 
 0 10001



(4)

Ppc  4.892  0.4048G

2.1.1 Elastic parameters of the hydrocarbon gas

 0  0.85 
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2
1.2 
 

1   Ppr 

2
E  0.1093.85  Tpr  exp 0.45  8 0.56 


Tpr   Tpr 
 




z
2
 A  0.13083.85  Tpr  exp BPpr1.2 BPpr0.2
Ppr





(9)
(10)

(11)
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A  0.03  0.005273.5T pr 
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2.1.2 Elastic parameters of the live oil

The Live Oil is a gas-saturated oil hydrocarbon
and therefore the parameters affecting the elastic
properties of the Live Oil include the Specific
Gas gravity (G), the API value of the crude oil,
the Gas-Oil Ratio (Rg), the Oil FVF (Bo), and the
Density (ρ) of the Live Oil. The Live Oil Density
(ρ) can be calculated from a formula due to
Dodson and Standing:5
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(12)





2






(13)

 pl

0.972  3.8110 T  17.78 
4



0

(14)

The value of the Density (ρ) of the Live Oil in
g/cm3 is obtained by calculating ρpl (the density
at the given pressure) and ρgl (the density due to
the influence of saturated gas) through the
following equations, due to McCain:6

 pl   gl  0.00277P  1.71107  P 3  gl  1.152  3.49 10 4  P
 gl 

1.175

 0.0012GRg 

(15)
(16)

Bol

The Density (ρ) of the Live Oil is also influenced
by both the Gas-Oil Ratio (Rg) and the Oil
Formation Volume Factor (Bo), which in turn are

affected by the API values of the Live Oil:7

1.205



 4.072 
  0.00377T 
RG  0.02122G  P exp
 0 





G
Bol  0.972  0.0003812 2.4955Rg
 T  17.778
0



0 

1.175

141.5
API  131.5

Wang8 and Wang et al.9 have shown that the
ultrasonic velocity of a variety of oils decreases
rapidly with density (increasing API). The Pwave velocity of the Live Oil (Vl) calculated in
m/s is also influenced by the GOR (Rg) and the
Vl  2096

(17)

(19)
Oil FVF (Bo), through the pseudodensity ρdl
generated by the presence of dissolved gas in the
Live Oil. The equations used are as follows:



 dl
1.08
 3.7T  4.64P  0.0115 4.12
 1  1 TP
2.6   dl
 dl


 dl 

0
Bol

(18)

1  0.001R 
g

1

(20)
(21)
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The Live Oil Bulk Modulus (Kl) in units of GPa
is calculated from the density (ρl) and velocity of
the Live Oil (Vl) through the equation:





Kl  Vl 2 l 10001

(22)
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2.1.3 Elastic parameters of the brine
The main parameter affecting the brine is its
salinity (S). In the Batzle-Wang brine model, the
salinity used is the weight of the NaCl fraction
(in ppm/1,000,000). So the salinity will have an
effect on the values of the brine density (ρb) and
the brine velocity (Vb). The relevant equations are
due to Zarembo and Fedorov10 and Potter and
Brown,11 and are as follows:

 w  1  106  80T  3.3T 2  0.00175T 3  489P  2TP  0.016T 2 P  1.3 105 T 3 P  0.333P 2  0.002TP 2 

(23)

b  w  S 0.668  0.44S  1106 300P  2400PS  T 80  3T  3300S  13P  47PS 

(24)

where ρw is the fresh water density in g/cm 3,
whose value is influenced by the pressure and
temperature in the reservoir. The density of the
brine (ρb) is calculated on the basis of the fresh
water density (ρw) with corrections made for the
effects of salinity (S). Following Wilson,12 the
primary wave velocity in the fresh water (Vw) in
m/s is calculated from field measurement data
and the coefficients Wij obtained from Table 2.
The relevant equation is:





Vw  i 0  j 0WijT i P j
4

3

The primary wave velocity of the brine (Vb) is
taken from Chen et al.,12 and is calculated by
combining the fresh water wave velocity (Vw)
with the Salinity (S).





Vb  Vw  S 1170  9.6T  0.055T 2  8.5  105 T 3  2.6 P  0.0029TP  0.0476P 2 





S 1.5 780  10P  0.16P 2  820S 2

So, on using the equations for the brine density
(ρb) and brine velocity (Vb), the value of the brine
bulk modulus (Kb) without gas saturation in GPa
is
(27)
K b  Vb2  b  10001
2.2 The Adaptive Batzle-Wang Method
The Adaptive Batzle-Wang model uses the
Batzle-Wang empirical equations and fluid
parameters from the laboratory, namely the bulk
modulus (K), density (ρ), and P-wave velocity
(Vp), to characterize the fluid. The Adaptive
Batzle-Wang method generates models for the
Gas, Live Oil, and Brine fluid fractions. Of these,
the Brine model in the Adaptive Batzle-Wang
method is the same as in the Batzle-Wang fluid
model because the effects of Salinity in each field
are almost the same because the salt composition
tends not to differ between fields, unlike the

(25)

(26)

hydrocarbon gas and oil compositions, which are
highly variable. The three elastic parameters for
the fluid mentioned above are influenced by the
API, the Specific Gravity of the Gas (G), the
Gas-Oil Ratio (Rg), the Oil FVF (Bo), the Salinity
(S), and the Density of the fluid (ρ), and the
parameters will change as the pressure and
temperature vary at each level below the surface.
The output of the method is the values of the bulk
modulus (K), density (ρ), and primary wave
velocity (Vp) in the fluid, calculated using the
pressure and temperature in the reservoir as input
together with some rock physics analysis. The
model uses the Batzle-Wang fluid mixing results
found by applying the Woods Relation to the
rock matrix. The model utilizes the laboratory
data and the empirical Batzle-Wang equations to
obtain a model that is more appropriate for the
fluid conditions in the reservoir under study. Due
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to the effects of changes in the pressure and
temperature the values of the Specific Gravity of
the Gas (G), the Gas-Oil Ratio (Rg), the oil FVF
(Bo), and the fluid density (ρfl) can vary between
depth levels in each field, so the fluid parameters
generated by the basic Batzle-Wang model might
not be appropriate for the field conditions.
Table 2. Coefficients used for calculating the
primary wave velocity in water provided by
Milero et al.13 and Chen et al.12
W 00 =

1402.85

W 02 =

3.437x10-3

W 10 =

4.871

W 12 =

1.738x10-4

W 20 =

-0.04783

W 22 =

-2.135x10-6

W 30 =

1.487x10-4

W 32 =

-1.455x10-8

W 40 =

-2.197x10-7

W 42 =

5.230x10-11

W 01 =

1.524

W 03 =

-1.197x10-5

W 11 =

-0.0111

W 13 =

-1.628x10-6

W 21 =

2.747x10-4

W 23 =

1.237x10-8

W 31 =

-6.503x10-7

W 33 =

1.327x10-10

W 41 =

7.987x10-10

W 43 =

-4.614x10-13

Voight Method:

M V  i  n f i .M i

(30)

Reuss Method:

f
1
N
 i 1 i
MR
Mi

(31)

N

M VRH 

(28)

where Swater is the water saturation, Soil is the oil
saturation, Sgas is the gas saturation, Kwater is the
bulk modulus of the water, Koil is the bulk
modulus of the oil, Kgas is the bulk modulus of
the gas, and Kfl is the bulk modulus of the fluid
mixture.
𝜌𝑓𝑙 = 𝜌𝑤 𝑆𝑤 + 𝜌𝐻𝑦𝑐 (1 − 𝑆𝑤 )

2.4 The Voight-Reuss-Hill Method
To demonstrate that the Adaptive Batzle-Wang
method calculates the elastic parameters of the
fluid with improved accuracy, rock physics
modeling must be performed to test the accuracy
of the elastic parameters. It is therefore necessary
to model the minerals in the rock matrix in
conjunction with the model for the fluid
saturations provided by the Woods relation. The
equation for the elastic modulus of the rock
matrix generated by the VRH method is as
follows:14

Voight-Reuss-Hill Method:

2.3 The Woods equation
The output from the Adaptive Batzle-Wang
method, namely the values of the Bulk modulus
(K) and Density (ρ) for each fluid, is then used to
model the fluid mixture. A relation often used in
fluid mixing analysis is the Woods equation, here
taken from Mavko et. al.:14
S
S
S
1
 Water  Oil  Gas
K FL K Water K Oil K Gas
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(29)

To apply the Fluid Replacement Model (FRM)
the density of the mixed fluid (ρfl), obtained by
incorporating the fluid saturation, is also required
at each depth.

MV  M R
2

(32)

where the MV is the Voight elastic modulus, MR
is the Reuss elastic modulus, MVRH is the VoightReuss-Hill elastic modulus, fi is the fraction of
mineral i and Mi is the elastic modulus of mineral
i.
2.5 Rock physics analysis
To test the accuracy of the fluid model, we apply
rock physics analysis using the Differential
Effective Medium (DEM) method to validate the
elastic parameters. The DEM method models a
two-phase composite by incrementally adding a
small number of pores to the matrix. In the DEM
method, the values of the effective moduli
depend on the construction path taken to reach
the final composite. The DEM method works by
adding inclusions to the background model. The
model is continuously changing as the inclusions
are added.14 The results of the fluid mixing from
the Woods equation and the rock matrix
modeling from the VRH method are used to
calculate the primary wave velocity (Vp) in the
saturated rock. It is therefore possible to check if
the Vp value generated by the model is close to
the measured Vp value. By this means, it can be
determined if the saturated Vp value from the
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Adaptive Batzle-Wang model is more accurate
than the value from other models. The most
accurate model is that which has the smallest
root-mean-square-error (RMSE) after regression
of the predicted and measured Vp values. In this
paper, we compare the RMSE values generated
by the rock physics DEM method for the BatzleWang fluid model and the modified model,
which is the Adaptive Batzle-Wang fluid model.
2.6 Fluid Replacement Model
This study combines the Batzle-Wang fluid
model and experimental fluid data from the
laboratory to produce the Adaptive Batzle-Wang
fluid model. In the process, the Adaptive BatzleWang model generates values of the Bulk
Modulus (K), and Density (ρ) for each type of
fluid, which are then mixed using the Woods
equation and used as inputs for the rock physics
analysis to obtain the primary wave velocity in
the saturated rock (Vp), which is calculated from
the following equation due to Han and Batzle:2
Vp 

4
K 
3

(33)



The Adaptive Batzle-Wang method can then be
applied to generate a Fluid Replacement Model
(FRM) using the Gassmann equation,15 shown
below:
2

K sat

 K dry 
1 

K m 

 K dry 
 1    K dry

 2
Kf
Km
Km

(34)

where Ksat is the bulk modulus of the fluidsaturated rock, Km is the bulk modulus of the
minerals, Kf is the bulk modulus of the pore fluid,
Kdry is the bulk modulus of the rock frame, and 
is the porosity.
3. Results and Discussion
The values of the elastic parameters of the fluid
calculated from the usual Batzle-Wang and the
Adaptive Batzle-Wang models in the two
different fields are shown in Table 3.
Table 3 shows that the results from the Adaptive
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Batzle-Wang model are better than those from
the Batzle-Wang model. The calculated values of
the Bulk Modulus (K), Density (ρ), and Slowness
for Live Oil in Field M-1 (P = 2925 Psig, T = 235
F, API = 40) and Field M-2 (P = 3850 Psig, T =
291 F, API = 35.1) from the Adaptive BatzleWang model are closer to the measured
laboratory values.
The calculated values from the Batzle-Wang
model have a larger percentage error than those
from the Adaptive Batzle-Wang model, as can be
seen in Table 4 and Table 5. The advantages of
the Adaptive Batzle-Wang method are due to the
modification of the empirical Batzle-Wang
equations produced by incorporating the
laboratory fluid data. In addition, the pressure (P)
and temperature (T) values used as inputs in the
Adaptive Batzle-Wang model are changed to
match the varying P and T states at each depth,
according to the P and T input logs in Figure 1.
The Pressure and Temperature inputs from
Figure 1 are then used in the Adaptive BatzleWang model to obtain elastic parameters
corresponding to the fluid conditions in the two
fields, according to the bulk modulus logs in
Figure 2.
From Figure 2 it can be seen in the Live Oil log
that the value of the bulk modulus is 517.056
MPa for field M-1 and 625,824 MPa for field M2. The bulk modulus calculated from Fig. 2 is
then used as an input for the rock physics model.
To demonstrate that the Adaptive Batzle-Wang
model produces more accurate fluid parameters
than the Batzle-Wang model this study uses the
pore Differential Effective Medium (DEM)
inversion method, as explained in Section 5.
From Figure 3 and Figure 4 it can be seen that
the root-mean-square-error (RMSE) between the
measured Vp values and the Vp values calculated
by applying the rock physics DEM method to the
results from the Adaptive Batzle-Wang model is
smaller than the RMSE between the measured
values and the values calculated from the BatzleWang model. So it can be concluded that the
fluid parameters are more accurately calculated
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using the Adaptive Batzel-Wang model. In fact,
in terms of percentage differences, the Adaptive
Batzel-Wang model is 17.03% better than the
Batzle-Wang model in the M-1 field and 5.82%
better in the M-2 field. The Adaptive BatzleWang model and the rock physics DEM method
can also be combined with the Gassmann
equation to obtain a Fluid Replacement Model
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(FRM). The results of the FRM can be used to
model Vp, Vs, and ρ. By applying the fluid
replacement model, it is possible to assess the
sensitivity of the Adaptive Batzel-Wang fluid
model. This also demonstrates that the output of
the Adaptive Batzle-Wang model generates an
appropriate Fluid Replacement Model.

Table 3. Comparison of the calculated fluid parameters with the laboratory measurements.
Input
P = 2925 Psig
T = 235 F
API = 40
P=
T=
API =

Parameter of Live Oil
Bulk Modulus (Mpa)
Density (g/cc)
Slowness (us/ft)

BW
441.6765
0.6283
363.5451

ABW
517.056
0.6181
333.252

Lab
516.327
0.6182
333.512

3850 Psig
291 F

Bulk Modulus (Mpa)
Density (g/cc)

399.5628
0.6632

625.8242
0.6953

625.405
0.6956

35.1

Slowness (us/ft)

377.9277

321.2821

321.46

Table 4. Percentage differences between the Batzle-Wang and Adaptive Batzle-Wang model values and the
measured laboratory values for field M-1.

Input
P = 2925 Psig
T = 235 F
API =

40

Parameter of Live
Oil
Bulk Modulus (Mpa)
Density (g/cc)
Slowness (us/ft)

Difference
of BW (%)
14.46
1.63

Difference of
ABW (%)
0.14
0.02

9.01

0.08

Table 5. Percentage differences between the Batzle-Wang and Adaptive Batzle-Wang model values and the
measured laboratory values for field M-2.

Input
P = 3850 Psig
T = 291 F
API =

35.1

(a)

Parameter of Live
Oil
Bulk Modulus (Mpa)
Density (g/cc)
Slowness (us/ft)

Difference of
BW (%)
36.11
4.66

Difference of
ABW (%)
0.07
0.04

17.57

0.06

(b)

Figure 1. Input Pressure and Temperature logs for field M-1 (a) and field M-2 (b) (P=2925 Psig, T=235 F,
API=40).
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(a)
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(b)

Figure 2. Bulk modulus Logs used in the Adapative Batzle-Wang model for field M-1 (a) and field M-2 (b).

From Figure 3 and Figure 4 it can be seen that
the root-mean-square-error (RMSE) between the
measured Vp values and the Vp values calculated
by applying the rock physics DEM method to the
results from the Adaptive Batzle-Wang model is
smaller than the RMSE between the measured
values and the values calculated from the BatzleWang model. So it can be concluded that the
fluid parameters are more accurately calculated
using the Adaptive Batzel-Wang model. In fact,
in terms of percentage differences, the Adaptive
Batzel-Wang model is 17.03% better than the

Batzle-Wang model in the M-1 field and 5.82%
better in the M-2 field. The Adaptive BatzleWang model and the rock physics DEM method
can also be combined with the Gassmann
equation to obtain a Fluid Replacement Model
(FRM). The results of the FRM can be used to
model Vp, Vs, and ρ. By applying the fluid
replacement model, it is possible to assess the
sensitivity of the Adaptive Batzel-Wang fluid
model. This also demonstrates that the output of
the Adaptive Batzle-Wang model generates an
appropriate Fluid Replacement Model.

Figure 3. Results of the DEM method regression for the primary wave velocity (Vp) values from (a) the BatzlelWang model (b) the Adaptive Batzle-Wang model in field M-1.

Figure 4. Results of the DEM method regression for the primary wave velocity (Vp) values from (a) the BatzlelWang model (b) the Adaptive Batzle-Wang model in field M-2.
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The results in Figure 5 can be interpreted as
showing that there are carbonate zones at depths
of about 7000-7100 and 7200-7400 ft. This
conclusion is reinforced by the very small clay
volume log at these depths, and the logs also
display a high density and low porosity there.
The small values in the log of Vp (slowness in
s/ft) indicates that there is denser lithology here
than elsewhere. This is due to the effect of the
carbonates at these depths.
From Figure 6 it can be seen that different water
saturations correspond to shifted Vp curves in the
two models. This shows that differences in the
fluid content will affect the values of Vp.
Figure 7 shows that the log is of a clean
carbonate formation. This can be seen from the
log of clay volumes, which are zero. From
Figure 7 it can be conjectured that there is a stiff
carbonate zone filled with fluid or cementation.
In the zones with red and yellow markers fluid is
suspected because the porosity in the zones is
large and the density is small, and the small
values in the Vp log confirm the presence of fluid.
The zones with blue and black markers are
suspected to be dolomitized stiff carbonate zones
because of their decreased porosity and increased
density, as well as the large values in the Vp log.
The layers are suspected to be compact zones
formed by diagenetic processes. Comparison of
the DEM model with the measurements shows
considerable differences in the carbonate zone
because the secondary porosity in the DEM
model adjusts more to the conditions of the pore
type, while the Vp measurements from the FRM
only take account of the total porosity in the
formation.
The varying water saturations of 10%, 40%, and
100% indicate differences in the fluid content. In
zones with red and yellow markers the fluid
saturation is between 40% and 60%. The
presence of hydrocarbons is supported by the
porosity and density logs in Figure 7, as there is
a zone suspected of containing 60%
hydrocarbons. Also, the zones with blue and
black markers indicate that 100% water
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saturation best matches the in-situ saturation. It is
suspected that water fills the formation and
causes dolomitization, thus increasing the rock
density. The results obtained will indicate
whether the output of the Adaptive Batzle-Wang
model is sensitive to the secondary porosity
values from the DEM modeling.
4. Conclusions
The reservoir fluid can be characterized by the
values of the bulk modulus, density, and primary
wave velocity. These three parameters are
heavily influenced by the pressure and
temperature, and the intrinsic properties of each
fluid also affect the results of the reservoir fluid
modeling. The presence of fluid affects the rock
physics, so the accuracy and suitability of the
fluid model should be investigated more deeply.
Modeling the fluid in the M-1 and M-2 fields by
using the Batzle-Wang model modified by the
inclusion of fluid data from the laboratory yields
an improvement in the accuracy of the rock
physics parameters compared with the values
predicted in surface conditions. The Adaptive
Batzle-Wang model therefore provides a more
accurate description of the fluid. The model is
applicable to reservoir fluids under a variety of
field conditions, especially at high pressures and
temperatures. This model can also be adapted
easily to the conditions in the field by using fluid
data from the field. Accurate fluid models are
also very useful for the construction of fluid
replacement models.
5. Additional Considerations
The results from the Adaptive Batzle-Wang
model will be more convincing if more fluid data
from laboratory measurements is available. The
trends used in the empirical equations will then
be more accurate, especially if data is available
for each sample of gas, oil, and water. The
method also requires data on the pressure and
temperature in the area under study. A lack of
such detailed data is the main challenge to
extending the applicability of the method.
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Figure 5. Values of Vp calculated using the Adaptive Batzle-Wang model and the FRM in field M-1.

Figure 6. Comparison Logs of the values of the primary wave velocity Vp calculated using the Adaptive BatzleWang model, the FRM and the combined FRM/DEM model and the measured Vp values in field M-1.

Figure 7. Values of Vp calculated using the Adaptive Batzle-Wang model and FRM in field M-2.
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Figure 8. Comparison Logs of the values of the primary wave velocity Vp calculated using the Adaptive BatzleWang model, the FRM and the combined FRM/DEM model and the measured Vp values in field M-2.
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